
Is the World coming to an end?

Prophesying about doomsday is a serious and regular business. Various prophets of 
doom have forecast the end of the world many a times. For a list of past and future 

1prophesies you can 

It does not matter to the prophets of doom or to their followers that all the past 
prophecies have turned out to be hoaxes. There are still people who predict the end of 
the world and followers who believe them.

I do not want to say that nothing can destroy life on earth. Maybe there is some asteroid 
heading our way or maybe nuclear war will wipe us out. All I am saying is that there is 
no reliable way of predicting if and when this will happen.

Similarly there are economists and stock market predictors who keep on forecasting 
recessions and bear markets. Unlike doomsday, we actually see recessions and stock 
price crashes. This does not however mean that the forecasters are any good. It is a 
fact that if you keep on predicting recessions / bear markets, sooner or later you will 
turn out to be right. After all even a broken clock shows the correct time twice a day (at 
least the analog ones with 12 hour format).

I am a firm follower of Lao Tzu's quote “Those who have knowledge don't predict. Those 
who predict don't have knowledge.” Despite this there are continuous questions about 
our views on the macro situation.

So leaving aside the predicting part let us look at what the economic world looks like:

Oil Prices

Oil prices have crashed .... steeply. We do not know where they will go but there seems 
to be excess supply for now. Please note that the crash is due to supply side factors and 
not that demand has collapsed. A lot of people predicting recession looking at low oil 
prices overlook the fact that demand is where it was and is in fact growing.

As an oil importing country, what is not there to like about lower oil prices?

As Francisco Blanch at Bank of America Merrill Lynch has mentioned, “a sustained 
price plunge will push back $3 trillion a year from oil producers to global consumers, 
setting the stage for one of the largest transfers of wealth in human history." (source: 
Bloomberg)

India alone should be gaining by some estimates, ₹ 500,000 crores per year. This will 
be shared by the government (higher taxes), consumers (lower petrol / diesel prices) 
and the corporates (lower fuel costs).

go to this website. 
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Exit Load 

Nifty 500 

Name of the 
Fund

PPFAS Long Term Value 
Fund

Investment 
Objective

To seek to generate 
longterm capital growth 
from an actively 
managed portfolio 
primarily of equity and 
equity related 
securities. 

Type of the 
Scheme 

An Open Ended Equity 
Scheme 

Date of 
Allotment 

Name of the 
Fund Manager 

Mr. Rajeev Thakkar
Equity Fund Manager 
(Overall 12 years of 
experience in fund 
management) 
Mr. Raj Mehta

 

Debt Fund Manager 
(Since January 27, 
2016)
Mr. Raunak Onkar

 

Fund Manager for 
Overseas Securities 
(Since Inception)

Assets Under 
Management 
(AUM) as on 
January 29th, 
2016 

` 613.89 Crores 

Average AUM 
for the Month ` 616.93 Crores 

Net Asset
Value (NAV)
as on
January 29th, 
2016

Regular Plan: 16.3756
Direct Plan: 16.5919

Exit Load is changed 
w.e.f. July 7, 2014. You 
are requested to refer 
to the SID (Page 87). 

Weighted 
Average 
Expense Ratio 

Regular Plan: 2.50%*
Direct Plan: 2.00%*
* Excluding Service Tax 

Benchmark 
Index 

Minimum 
Application 
Amount 

 
 

New Purchase:  ` 1,000 
Additional Purchase: 
 ` 1,000 
Monthly SIP: `1,000 
Quarterly SIP:  ` 5,000 

Continued to page 2...

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_of_dates_predicted_for_apocalyptic_events
http://amc.ppfas.com/schemes/disclosure-of-insider-holdings/index.php#axzz42JUcYhEf
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FIIs & Sovereign Wealth Funds Corporate Profits

It is said that many Sovereign Wealth Funds have been selling Again for companies not digging a hole in the ground (most 
their investments. This is logical. Norway, Saudi Arabia, Kuwait companies in India), times are not bad. Input costs have 
etc would have seen their oil income reduce and may be in need significantly declined. Hence even if sales growth is modest, 
for cash. This may be putting pressure in terms of FII sales in profit growth is better. (We have seen this in the December 2015 
Indian equity markets. (I have no direct knowledge of this. It is as quarter and might see this going forward).
reported in the media.)

Equity Fundamentals
It does increase temporary supply of shares in the market but 
does not impact the fundamentals. It is also worth noting that Finally equity prices are slaves to corporate earnings. There does 
Sovereign Wealth Funds are NOT the only FIIs around. Which not seem to be on the whole a big damage there (barring 
brings us to the next point. individual commodity / financial companies). Given this fact, 

equity fundamentals are better than where they were given: 
Interest Rates & Stock Markets

a) Stock prices are down 15% - 20%
The world is still awash with cheap money. Despite the US Fed 
raising overnight interest rates by 25 basis points (0.25%), b) Earnings for the non commodity pack will grow
interest rates on 10 year government bonds are at record lows 
across the developed world. Switzerland has 10 year bonds Savers & Investors
giving negative yields, Japan is talking about negative interest 
rates, Europe is around Zero and even US has quite low rates. What should Savers and Investors do?

In such a scenario, imagine the plight of an endowment, If you are getting sleepless nights, sell all equity and buy tax free 
pension fund, corporate or an individual saver trying to invest bonds – this is my personal opinion and not financial advice. My 
money for retirement. FIIs also comprise of entities like these and view is that no amount of money is worth a sound night's sleep.
sooner or later they will have to invest money somewhere other 
than their money market accounts. If your investment horizon is 1 – 2 years, you should not have 

been in equities in the first place.....
So it does not seem that all FIIs will be sellers, many of them may 
in fact look to increase their investments. Look at the image below:

Low commodity prices & second order effects

Oil & Other Commodity prices are low and for companies from 
Exxon Mobil to Cairn to Selan and Arcelor Mittal to Tata Steel 
there will be tough times ahead.

If your company or business depends on digging a hole in the 
ground and extracting natural resources, too bad. Grin and bear 
it. 

If on the other hand you are saving for your retirement or a long 
Second order effects will also be there like forex remittances term goal, you should welcome lower stock prices. What matters 
from the middle east will under pressure and migrant workers is not interim stock prices but the stock prices when you are 
will probably see wage cuts / job losses / taxes. actually going to sell your investments in the future. In the interim 

if stock prices fall, it gives you an opportunity to buy more with the 
Lenders like banks (who have lent money to commodity same amount of money and is in fact more beneficial to you.
companies) will have pain for some time since some money will 
be lost here. - Mr. Rajeev Thakkar

CIO, PPFAS Mutual Fund

Exporters to countries like Russia, Middle East, Nigeria etc. will 
see sales declines there.

PPFAS LONG TERM VALUE FUND
FACTSHEET JANUARY 2016
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Portfolio Disclosure Industry Allocation

Quantitative Indicators

PPFAS LONG TERM VALUE FUND
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- Above figures are annualised.
- Risk free rate assumed to be 7.00% (Overnight MIBOR as on 29th, 
January, 2016)

Beta 0.6

Standard Deviation 11.93%

Sharpe Ratio 1.17

Portfolio Turnover (Incl. Equity Arbitrage) 81.44%

Portfolio Turnover (Excl. Equity Arbitrage) 6.71%

# Currency hedge to the extent of approximately 90% of exposure. 

* Hedged by offsetting derivative position 

Core Equity

Name Sector

Maharashtra Scooters Ltd Auto Ancillaries 7.72%

ICRA Ltd Finance 5.55%

Persistent Systems Ltd Software 4.63%

Zydus Wellness Ltd 4.52%

Axis Bank Banks 4.18%

ICICI Bank Ltd Banks 3.85%

Hotels 3.73%

HDFC Bank Banks 3.44%

Noida Toll Bridge Co Ltd Transportation 3.36%

IL&FS Investment Managers Finance 3.33%

Indraprastha Gas Ltd Gas 3.22%

Gujarat Gas Ltd Gas 2.78%

Mphasis Ltd Software 2.70%

Balkrishna Industries Auto Ancillaries 2.27%

IPCA Laboratories Ltd Pharmaceuticals 2.03%

Pfizer Ltd Pharmaceuticals 1.22%

Selan Exploration Technology Ltd Oil 0.53%

MT Educare Ltd 0.48%

Arbitrage

Yes Bank Ltd* 3.41%

Tata Motors Ltd* 1.65%

Cipla Ltd* 1.36%

Total 65.96%

Overseas Securities, IDRS and ADRs

Alphabet Inc (Google Class C) # Internet & Technology 13.39%

United Parcel Services INC # Logistics 3.99%

Nestle SA ADR # Packaged Foods 2.93%

3M Co # 2.89%

2.82%

Anheuser Busch Inbev SA ADR # Brewers 1.12%

Standard Chartered PLC Banks 0.23%

Standard Chartered PLC IDR Banks 0.18%

Total 27.55%

Debt and Money Market Instruments

CBLO 3.88%

FDR 0.97%

Invested Total 98.36%

Cash and Cash Equivalent 1.64%

Net Assets 100.00%

% of Net 
Assets

Consumer Non 
Durables

Mahindra Holidays & Resorts 
India Ltd

Diversified Consumer 
Services

Industrial 
Conglomerates

International Business Machines 
Corp #

IT Consulting & Other 
Services

3

Diversified Consumer Services

Oil

Brewers

Cash & Cash Equivalent

IT Consulting & Other Services

Industrial Conglomerates

Packaged Foods

Pharmaceuticals

Transportation

Hotels

Logistics

Consumer Non durables

Debt and Money Market Instruments

Gas

Arbitrage/Special situation

Software

Finance

Auto Ancillaries

Banks

Internet & Technology

0.48%

0.53%

1.12%

1.64%

2.82%

2.89%

2.93%

3.25%

3.36%

3.73%

3.99%

4.52%

4.85%

6.00%

6.42%

7.33%

8.88%

9.99%

11.88%

13.39%
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CAGR: 
Scheme: 20.23%
Nifty 500: 11.33%
Nifty 50: 8.48%
Sensex: 8.42%
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Since Inception

Lumpsum Investment Performance

Note: • Scheme returns are for Regular Plan  • Past performance may or may not be sustained in future  • Since inception returns are CAGR returns.

SIP Investment Performance
We have maintained that investing through  is the best way to remove the effect of emotions from the investing 
process. This graph depicts that it can be an effective way to build your corpus too.

Assumption : ̀  10,000/- is invested on the first of every month.

Systematic investment Plans (SIPs)

Date
Scheme Benchmark Value of Investment of ` 10,000/-

PPFAS LTVF Nifty 500 Nifty 50 PPFAS LTVF Nifty 500 Nifty 50

Since Inception 20.23% 11.33% 8.48% 8.42% 16,375.60 13,328.25 12,433.61 12,416.24

8.94% -0.72% -4.06% -5.03% 10,893.94 9,927.81 9,593.91 9,497.49

44.82% 37.82% 31.39% 29.89% 14,482.10 13,782.01 13,138.80 12,989.39

Additional 
Benchmark

Additional 
Benchmark

S&P BSE 
Sensex

S&P BSE 
Sensex

Dec 31, 2014 to 
Dec 31, 2015

Dec 31, 2013 to 
Dec 31, 2014

Since Inception from June 1, 2013 Dec 31, 2014 to Dec 31, 2015

Total Amount Invested 3,20,000.00 1,20,000.00

3,91,131.00 1,26,730.00

Returns (Annualised) (%) 15.29% 10.56%

Nifty 500 Returns (Annualised) (%) 6.86% -4.66%

Nifty 50 Returns (Annualised) (%) 3.24% -8.43%

S&P BSE Sensex Returns (Annualised) (%) 2.22% -9.18%

Mkt Value as on Jan 29, 2016

Nifty 50 Returns
PLTVF Returns
Sensex Returns

Benchmark Returns (Nifty 500)

Source: bseindia.com, nseindia.com
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We have our Skin in the Game

PPFAS LONG TERM VALUE FUND
FACTSHEET JANUARY 2016

The combined holding of 'Insiders' in PPFAS Long Term Value Fund amounts to . For more details 
please visit the 

11.54% of the AUM as at Jan 29th, 2016
'Scheme' section of our website.
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Investors understand that their principal 
will be at moderately high risk. 

RiskometerThis product is suitable for investors who are seeking long term capital growth.

Investment objective of the scheme

The investment objective of the Scheme is to seek to generate long-term capital growth from an actively managed portfolio primarily 
of Equity and Equity Related Securities. Scheme shall invest in Indian equities, foreign equities and related instruments and debt 
securities.

Investors should consult their financial advisers if in doubt about whether this scheme is suitable for them.

Definitions

PPFAS Asset Management Private Limited
Great Western Building, 1st Floor, 130/132, 

Shahid Bhagat Singh Marg, Near Lion Gate, Fort, 
Mumbai - 400 001. INDIA.

Sponsor: Parag Parikh Financial Advisory Services Private Limited

Mutual Fund investments are subject to market risks, read all scheme related documents carefully.

Disclaimer: In the preparation of the material contained in this document, the Asset Management Company (AMC) has used information that is publicly available, including information developed in-house. Some of the 
material used in the document may have been obtained from members/persons other than the AMC and/or its affiliates and which may have been made available to the AMC and/or to its affiliates. Information gathered 
and material used in this document is believed to be from reliable sources. The AMC however does not warrant the accuracy, reasonableness and / or completeness of any information. We have included statements / 
opinions / recommendations in this document, which contain words, or phrases such as “will”, “expect”, “should”, “believe” and similar expressions or variations of such expressions that are “forward looking statements”. 
Actual results may differ materially from those suggested by the forward looking statements due to risk or uncertainties associated with our expectations with respect to, but not limited to, exposure to market risks, general 
economic and political conditions in India and other countries globally, which have an impact on our services and / or investments, the monetary and interest policies of India, inflation, deflation, unanticipated turbulence 
in interest rates, foreign exchange rates, equity prices or other rates or prices etc. 

The AMC (including its affiliates), the Mutual Fund, the trust and any of its officers, directors, personnel and employees, shall not liable for any loss, damage of any nature, including but not limited to direct, indirect, punitive, 
special, exemplary, consequential, as also any loss of profit in any way arising from the use of this material in any manner. The recipient alone shall be fully responsible/are liable for any decision taken on this material.

INVESTOR HELPLINE

91 22 6140 6537 91 22 6140 653891 88980 87998
DISTRIBUTOR HELPLINEMISSED CALL

www.amc.ppfas.com

Email: mf@ppfas.com • Website: www.amc.ppfas.com

Fund Manager

This is the minimum investment amount for a new investor in a mutual fund scheme.

Minimum additional amount This is the minimum investment amount for an existing investor in a mutual fund scheme.

SIP

NAV

Benchmark

Entry Load

Exit Load

Standard Deviation

Sharpe Ratio

Beta

AUM

Holdings

Nature of Scheme

Portfolio Turnover Ratio 

An employee of the asset management company such as a mutual fund or life insurer, who manages investment of the scheme. He is usually 
part of a larger team of fund managers and research analysts.

Application amount for fresh 
subscription

SIP or systematic investment plan work on the principle of making periodic investments of a fixed sum. It works similar to a recurring bank deposit. 
For instance, an investor may opt for an SIP that invests  ̀500 every 15th of the month in an equity fund for a period of three years.
The NAV or the net asset value is the total asset value per unit of the matual fund after deducting all related and permissible expenses. The NAV 
is calculated at the end of every business day. It is the value at which the investor enters or exits the mutual fund.
A group of securities, ususally a market index whose performance is used as a standard or benchmark to measure investment performance of 
mutual funds, among other investments. Some typical benchmark include the Nifty, Sensex, BSE200, BSE500, 10-year Gsec.  
A mutual fund may have a sales charge or load at the time of entry and/or exit to compensate the distributor/agent. Entry load is charged at the 
time an investor purchase the units of a mutual fund. The entry load is added to the prevailing NAV at the time of investment. For instance, if the 
NAV is ` 100 and the entry load is 1%, the investor will enter the fund at Rs 101.
Exit load is charged at the time of redeeming (or transferring an investment between schemes). The exit load percentage is deducted from the 
NAV at the time of redemption (or transfer between schemes). This amount goes to the Asset Management Company and not into the pool of 
funds of the scheme. 
Standard deviation is a statistical measure of the range of an investment is performance. When a mutual fund has a high standard deviation, its 
range of performance is wide implying greater volatility. 
The Sharpe Ratio named after its founder, the Nobel Laureate William Sharpe is a measure of risk-adjusted returns. It is calculated using satndard 
deviation and excess return to determine reward per unit of risk.
Beta is a measure of an investment's volatility vis-a-vis the market. Beta of less than 1 means that the security will be less vilatile than the market. 
A beta of greater than 1 implies that the security's price will be more volatile than the market. 
AUM or assets under management refers to the recent / updated cumulative market value of investments managed by a mutual fund or any 
investment firm.
The holding or the portfolio is a mutual fund's latest or updated reported statement of investments/securities. These are usually displayed in term 
of percentage to net assets or the rupee value or both. The objective is to give investors an idea of where their money is being invested by the 
fund manager.
The investment objective and underiying investments determine the nature of the mutual fund scheme. For instance a mutual fund that aims at 
generating capital appreciation by investing in stock markets is an equity fund or growth fund. Likewise a mutual fund that aims at capital 
preservation by investing in debt markets is a debt fund or income fund. Each of these categories may have sub-categories.
A measure of how frequently assets within a fund are bought and sold by the managers. Portfolio turnover is calculated by taking either the total 
amount of new securities purchased or the amount of securities sold - whichever is less - over a particular period, divided by the total net asset 
value (NAV) of the fund. The measurement is usually reported for a 12-month time period. 

http://amc.ppfas.com/schemes/disclosure-of-insider-holdings/index.php#axzz42JUcYhEf
http://amc.ppfas.com/schemes/disclosure-of-insider-holdings/index.php#axzz42JUcYhEf
http://amc.ppfas.com
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